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Abstract

Electrical impedance tomography (EIT) is highly sensitive to modelling errors
that arise from model reductions and inaccurate knowledge of auxiliary model
parameters such as electrode positions, contact impedances and boundary
shape of the body. In difference imaging, where the objective is to reconstruct
change in the conductivity between EIT measurements at two time instants,
the traditional way to circumvent modelling errors is to reconstruct the conductivity change using difference of the measurements and a global linearization of the nonlinear forward problem. Recently, a nonlinear reconstruction
approach for difference imaging was proposed (Liu et al 2015 Inverse Probl.
Imaging 9, in press). The key feature of the approach is to parameterize the
conductivity after the change as a linear combination of the initial conductivity
and the conductivity change, and then estimate the initial conductivity and
conductivity change by minimizing regularized least squares formulation
based on both data sets. This approach allows independently modelling the
spatial characteristics of the initial conductivity and the conductivity change
by applying separate regularization functionals. In this paper, we investigate
how well the nonlinear approach tolerates modelling errors and compare the
reconstructions to the results with traditional linearized reconstruction method.
The robustness is studied in cases of modelling errors arising from domain
truncation, unknown contact impedances, inaccurately known electrode
locations and inaccurately known domain boundary using simulated and
experimental EIT data.
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1. Introduction
In electrical impedance tomography (EIT), electrical currents are injected into an object using
a set of electrodes attached on the boundary of the object and the resulting electrode voltages
are measured using the same electrodes. The conductivity of the object is reconstructed as a
spatially distributed parameter based on the known currents and measured potentials. EIT has
applications in geophysical exploration [2], biomedical imaging [3–5], industrial process
monitoring and control [6, 7] and non-destructive testing [8–10]. For reviews of EIT, see
[11–14].
The image reconstruction problem of EIT is a nonlinear and severely ill-posed problem.
That is, the problem is highly intolerant to measurement noise and modelling errors. The
effect of the measurement noise can often be reduced by using an accurate measurement
system and by careful modelling of the measurement error statistics. Modelling errors, on the
other hand, are often related to model reductions, such as truncation of the computational
domain, and inaccurate knowledge of auxiliary model parameters such as the contact
impedances, electrode positions and boundary of the target body. A few approaches have
been proposed to recover from the inaccurately known auxiliary parameters, see [15–22]. The
so called D-bar method, which is based on a constructive uniqueness proof for 2D EIT [23–
25], has also been demonstrated to have some tolerance against domain modelling errors in
[26]. For a more extensive discussion on handling of modelling errors by the approximation
error model in EIT, we refer to [19, 27–30].
In many applications of EIT, the goal is to reconstruct a change in the conductivity
between two states measured at different times [3, 12, 31, 32] or frequencies [33]. This mode
of EIT is usually referred to as difference imaging. The image reconstruction in difference
imaging is conventionally carried out using a linear approach, where the conductivity change
is reconstructed based on the difference of the two data sets and a global linearization of the
observation model [3, 12, 31, 34–39]. A beneﬁt of the linear approach is that it leads to
computationally fast reconstruction algorithm since iterations are not needed. The linear
difference reconstruction has been shown to preserve the outer shape of the support of the
conductivity change in the continuum limit [40]. We note, however, that in a realistic setup
with a small number of electrodes and noisy measurement data, the solutions need to be
regularized, and the quality of the reconstruction depends heavily on the chosen regularization. The linear difference reconstructions have also been found to tolerate modelling errors to
an extent [32, 41, 42]. This feature occurs when the unknown auxiliary parameters (e.g.
electrode locations or boundary shape) are the same in both measurements, leading to partial
cancellation of the modelling errors in the subtraction of the data sets. A drawback of the
linear reconstruction approach, however, is that the use of linear approximation for the
forward model is only valid for small deviations from the initial conductivity [43], and may
be insufﬁcient for the detection of the clinically relevant high-contrast conditions[44].
Moreover, the performance depends on the linearization point which should ideally be equal
to the initial state, which is unknown. Conventionally, the initial state is approximated by a
spatially constant conductivity which may be selected by a one parameter least squares (LS)
2
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ﬁt to the data from the initial state. Furthermore, in spite of the linear approach is known to
reduce the undesirable effects of modelling errors to some extent, it has been shown that
artifacts are still present in the reconstructions [45–47]. To account for modelling errors
caused by inaccurately known boundary shape and electrode positions, simultaneous
reconstruction of the conductivity change and the electrode/boundary movements has been
introduced to linear approach in difference imaging in [45, 47, 48]. However, these
approaches have only been demonstrated to handle small conductivity changes and electrode/
boundary movements.
Some exceptions to linearization-based approaches exist: one approach is to compute
absolute reconstructions of the conductivities σ1 and σ2 based on each of the data sets
separately, and to subtract σ1 from σ2 . The subtraction seems to remove many of the artefacts
present in the absolute reconstructions; for an example, see [49]. Another approach to nonstationary imaging is the state estimation via, e.g., Kalman ﬁltering. In state estimation, the
temporal evolution of the target conductivity is modeled as a stochastic process; for an
industrial process imaging example where target evolution model was based on computational ﬂuid dynamics, see [50].
Recently, a nonlinear approach for difference imaging was proposed to simultaneously
reconstruct both the initial conductivity and the conductivity change from the EIT measurements before and after the change [1]. The approach is based on the regularized LS
framework. The EIT measurements before and after the change are concatenated into a single
measurement vector and two images (initial conductivity and the conductivity change) are
reconstructed simultaneously based on the combined data. The key feature of this approach is
to parameterize the conductivity after the change as a linear combination of the initial state
and the conductivity change. Therefore, it allows naturally for modelling independently the
spatial characteristics of the initial conductivity (background) and the change by using
separate regularization functionals. The approach also allows in a straightforward way to
restrict the conductivity change to a subdomain when the conductivity change is known to
occur in some speciﬁc region of interest (ROI) inside the body.
Since the ability to tolerate modelling errors is the main reason for the wide usage of the
linear reconstruction approach in difference imaging, an interesting question with respect to
the practical usability of the nonlinear approach is: To which extent does it tolerate modelling
errors? In this paper, we study the robustness of the nonlinear difference imaging approach in
the presence of modelling errors with simulated and experimental EIT data. The cases considered are modelling errors arising from domain truncation, inaccurately known electrode
locations, unknown contact impedances and inaccurately known domain boundary shape. The
results are compared against the reconstructions of the conductivity change with the standard
linear reconstruction approach and absolute reconstructions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief review of the EIT
forward model is given. The absolute and difference imaging modes of EIT and the reconstruction algorithms are explained in section 3. The methods, simulations and experiments are
explained in section 4 and results are given in section 5. Finally, the conclusions are given in
section 6.

2. EIT forward model
Let Ω ⊂ q , q = 2, 3, be a bounded domain with a connected complement. We assume that
Ω is simply connected and has a smooth boundary ∂Ω . In EIT, L contact electrodes are
attached to the positions eℓ ⊂ ∂Ω , ℓ = 1, 2, … , L on the boundary ∂Ω . Electric currents Iℓ
3
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are injected into the body using the electrodes, and the resulting electrode potentials are
measured. These measurements may consist of potential differences (voltages) between a set
of electrode pairs, or potentials of the electrodes with respect to a common ground. The most
accurate physically realizable model for such measurements is referred to as the complete
electrode model [51]

 · (σ (x ) u (x )) = 0,
u (x ) + z ℓ σ (x )

∫e

σ (x )
ℓ

σ (x )

x ∈ Ω,

∂u (x )
= Uℓ ,
∂n

∂u (x )
dS = Iℓ ,
∂n

∂u (x )
= 0,
∂n

x ∈ eℓ ,

(1)

ℓ = 1, … , L ,

ℓ = 1, … , L ,

(2)

(3)

L

x ∈ ∂Ω⧹ ⋃ eℓ ,

(4)

ℓ=1

where x ∈ Ω is the spatial coordinate, σ (x ) is the conductivity (which is assumed to be
continuously differentiable in Ω up to the boundary ∂Ω ), u (x ) is the electric potential
distribution inside Ω, Uℓ and Iℓ are the potential and current at electrode ℓ, respectively, z ℓ is
the contact impedance between the electrode eℓ and the body Ω, and n denotes the outward
unit normal vector on the boundary ∂Ω . The currents satisfy the charge conservation law
L

∑Iℓ = 0,

(5)

ℓ=1

and a ground level for the potentials needs to be ﬁxed, for example by writing
L

∑Uℓ = 0.

(6)

ℓ=1

The existence and uniqueness of the solution of the model (1)–(6) was proven and its
variational form written in [52].
The numerical solution of the forward model (1)–(6) is often based on the ﬁnite element
method (FEM), see [53]. In the FEM approximation, we write ﬁnite dimensional approximations
Nσ

σ (x ) =

∑σk ϕk (x),

(7)

k=1
Nu

u (x ) =

∑α j ψ j (x),

(8)

j=1

for the functions σ (x ) and u(x) in the variational form of (1)–(6). Here ϕk (x ) and ψ j (x ) are the
nodal basis functions that are used for the conductivity and the potential, respectively, and Nσ
and Nu are the numbers of nodes in the FEM meshes that are used for the representations of
σ (x ) and u(x). To enforce the ground level condition equation (6), the electrode potentials
U = (U1, … , UL )T ∈ L in the FEM approximation are expressed as a linear combination of
L − 1 basis functions n j ∈ L as
4
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L−1

U=

∑ γj n j ,

(9)

j=1

where n1 = (1, −1, 0… , 0)T , n 2 = (1, 0, − 1, 0… , 0)T ,…, n L − 1 = (1, 0, … , 0, − 1)T .
Then, using a standard Galerkin discretization, the solution

( α1, … , α Nu, γ1, … , γL − 1 )T ∈ Nu + L − 1
of the forward problem becomes a problem of solving a system of linear equations and ﬁnally
the measurement vector can be computed as γ , where

 = [ n1, n 2 , … , n L − 1 ] ∈ L × L − 1
and  is a measurement matrix corresponding to the selected voltage measurement protocol.
In the following, we denote the discretized forward mapping σ ↦ U (σ ) by U (σ ). For details
of the FEM approximation, see [52, 53].
Using an additive Gaussian model for the measurement errors, the observation model
becomes

V = U (σ ) + e ,

(10)

where V ∈ M is the vector including all the measured voltages, M = mNinj, where Ninj
denotes the number of current injections and m is the number of measured voltages for each
current injection. Moreover, e ∈ M is the Gaussian distributed measurement noise
e ∼  (e*, Γe ). The mean e* ∈ M and the covariance matrix Γe ∈ M × M are usually
estimated experimentally, see [15].
3. Absolute and difference imaging in EIT
3.1. Absolute imaging

The absolute imaging problem is to estimate the (static) conductivity σ, given the measurement V and the observation model (10). The most popular reconstruction method for the
abolute imaging problem is the generalized Tikhonov regularization

{

}

σˆ = arg min ∥ L e (V − U (σ )) ∥2 + pσ (σ ) ,
σ>0

(11)

where Le is a Cholesky factor of the noise precision matrix, i.e., LeT Le = Γe−1, and pσ (σ ) is a
regularization functional. A commonly used choice for regularization functional is
smoothness regularization pσ (σ ) = ∥ Lσ ∥2 , where matrix L is an approximation to a
differential operator.
3.2. Difference imaging

Difference imaging aims at recovering the conductivity change

δσ = σ2 − σ1
based on two EIT measurements V1 and V2 taken at time instants t1 and t2, respectively. Using
the model (10), the observation models become

V1 = U ( σ1 ) + e1,

(12)

V2 = U ( σ2 ) + e2 ,

(13)

where ei ∼  (ei*, Γei ), i = 1, 2.
5
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3.2.1. Linear approach. The most popular approach for image reconstruction in difference
imaging is the linear approach, where the models (12) and (13) are approximated by the ﬁrst
order Taylor approximations as:

Vi ≈ U ( σ0 ) + J ( σi − σ0 ) + ei ,

i = 1, 2,

(14)

∂U

where σ0 is the linearization point, and J = ∂σ (σ0 ) is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at σ0 .
Using the linearizations and subtracting V1 from V2 gives the observation model

δV ≈ Jδσ + δe,

(15)

where δV = V2 − V1, δσ = σ2 − σ1 and δe = e2 − e1. Given the model (15), the objective is to
estimate the conductivity change δσ based on the difference data δV . Typically, the problem
is formulated as

 = arg min ∥ L δe (δV − Jδσ ) ∥2 + ∥ L δσ δσ ∥2 .
δσ
δσ

{

}

(16)

The weighting matrix L δe is deﬁned as L δTe L δe = Γδ−e1, where Γδe , the covariance of the noise
term δe is Γδe = Γe1 + Γe2 .
3.2.2. Nonlinear approach.

Instead of separately reconstructing σ1 and σ2 by solving
minimization (11) for realizations Vi , i = 1, 2 and then subtracting δσ = σ2 − σ1, the
nonlinear approach for difference imaging aims at simultaneous reconstruction of the initial
state σ1 and the change δσ based on measurements V1 and V2 [1]. The conductivity σ2 is
modeled as a linear combination of the initial conductivity σ1 and the change δσ . One feature
of this parameterization is that it offers a straightforward way to restrict the conductivity
change δσ to a ROI, if temporal changes are known to occur only in a subdomain inside the
body. Let

supp(δσ ) = Ω ROI ⊆ Ω
denote the ROI and denote the conductivity change within Ω ROI by δσROI . Obviously, case
Ω ROI = Ω corresponds to the case that there are no subdomain constraints on the conductivity
change. Then, we write

δσ = δσROI,
where  is an extension mapping  : Ω ROI → Ω such that

⎧ δσROI x ∈ Ω ROI ,
δσROI = ⎨
⎩ 0 x ∈ Ω⧹Ω ROI

(17)

and the conductivity σ2 after the change can be modelled

σ2 = σ1 + δσROI.

(18)

Inserting model (18) to (13) and concatenating the measurement vectors V1 and V2 and the
corresponding models in (12)–(13) into block vectors leads to the observation model

⎤ ⎡ e1 ⎤
⎡ V1 ⎤ ⎡
U ( σ1 )
⎥ +
⎢ ⎥= ⎢
⎣ V2 ⎦ ⎣ U ( σ1 + δσROI ) ⎦ ⎢⎣ e2 ⎥⎦


⏟
V¯

⏟
e¯

U¯ ( σ¯)

6
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or

V¯ = U¯ ( σ¯) + e¯,

(20)

where

⎡ σ1 ⎤
σ¯ = ⎢
.
⎣ δσROI ⎥⎦
The estimate of σ̄ is obtained as

{

}

σ¯ˆ = arg min ∥ L e¯ ( V¯ − U¯ ( σ¯) ) ∥2 + pσ¯ ( σ¯) ,
σ¯

(21)

where L e¯ ∈ 2M × 2M such that L e¯T L e¯ = Γe¯−1 and

⎡ Γe1
0 M ×M ⎤
⎥.
Γe¯ = ⎢
Γe2 ⎥⎦
⎢⎣ 0 M × M
Typically, the noise statistics can be modeled stationary, i.e., Γe1 = Γe2 = Γe . The compound
regularization functional pσ¯ (σ¯) is deﬁned as

pσ¯ ( σ¯) = pσ1 ( σ1 ) + pδσROI ( δσROI ),
which allows naturally designing different spatial models for σ1 and δσ to match different
properties. For example, pσ1 (σ1 ) may correspond to the assumption of a smooth initial
conductivity σ1, while pδσROI (δσROI ) may correspond to a total variation (TV) model for the
conductivity change.
4. Methods
The tolerance of the nonlinear difference reconstruction with respect to modelling errors was
tested with numerical simulations and experimentally. Modelling errors related to (1) truncation of the computational domain (2) inaccurately known electrode positions, (3) unknown
electrode contact impedances, and (4) unknown exterior boundary shape were considered. In
this section, the computational methods used in the simulations and reconstructions are
explained. For the results and discussion, see section 5.
4.1. Estimates

In all test cases, the following estimates were computed.
(E1) Conventional absolute reconstructions of σ1 and σ2 by solving

σˆi = arg min
σi > 0

{ ∥ L ( V − U ( σ )) ∥
e

i

i

2

(

) }

+ ∥ L σi σi − σ * ∥2 ,

i = 1, 2,

where LσTi Lσi = Γσ−1, and

⎧
∥ x j − x k ∥22 ⎫
⎪
⎪
⎬ + cδ jk .
Γf (j , k ) = a exp ⎨
−
⎪
⎪
2
2b
⎩
⎭

(22)

Here, Γf (j, k ) is the covariance matrix element (j,k) corresponding to the distributed
parameter f at the nodes in locations xj and xk [54]; a , b and c are positive scalar
parameters; and δ jk denotes the Kronecker delta function. This choice of the
7
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regularization matrix Lσi is known to promote spatial smoothness to the estimates σ̂i .
From these reconstructions, the estimate for the conductivity change was simply
 = σˆ2 − σˆ1 [49].
obtained by δσ
(E2) Conventional linear difference reconstruction of δσ in the whole domain Ω by
solving

 = arg min ∥ L δe (δV − Jδσ ) ∥2 + ∥ L δσ δσ ∥2 ,
δσ

{

}

δσ
−1
and
Γδσ

where L δσT L δσ =
Γδσ was constructed by equation (22).
(E3) ROI constrained linear difference reconstruction of δσROI in subdomain Ω ROI by
solving

{

}

Ω = arg min ∥ L δe δV − JΩ δσ Ω
δσ
∥2 + ∥ L δσ ΩROI δσ Ω ROI ∥2 .
ROI
ROI
ROI
δσ Ω ROI

(

)

−1
Here, JΩROI = J , L δσT ΩROI L δσΩROI = Γδσ
and ΓδσΩROI =  TΓδσ .
Ω ROI
T T
) with the nonlinear difference reconstruction in the case
(E4) Estimate of σ¯ = (σ1T, δσROI
where Ω ROI ⊂ Ω .

{

σ¯ˆ = arg min ∥ L e¯ ( V¯ − U¯ ( σ¯) ) ∥2 + pσ¯ ( σ¯)
σ¯

}

s. t. σ1 > 0, σ1 + δσROI > 0
with the choice

pσ¯ ( σ¯) =

(

)

L σ1 σ1 − σ *

2

+ α TV ( δσROI ),

where α > 0 is a weighting parameter. Further,
Ne

TV (f ) =

∑ ek
k=1

∥ (f ) ∥2 + β
ek

(23)

is a differentiable approximation of the isotropic TV functional [55] and (f ) ∣ek is the
(constant) gradient of the (piecewise linear) f at element ek, and Ne is the number of
elements in the mesh that is used for the conductivity. β > 0 is a small parameter that
ensures TV(f ) is differentiable.
(E5) Estimate of σ¯ = (σ1T, δσ T )T with the nonlinear difference reconstruction in the case
where Ω ROI = Ω .
In all test cases, the subdomain Ω ROI in estimates (E3) and (E4) was the same. Estimate
(E5) provides a nonlinear difference reconstruction in a case where when no ROI constraints
are used.
The minimization problems in (E1), (E4) and (E5) were solved by using the Gauss–
Newton method with a line search. The positivity constraint on the conductivity was handled
by using interior point methods [56, 57]. For properties of different optimization methods in
EIT, see e.g. [58].
4.2. Simulation of EIT measurements and FEM meshes

In the simulations, L = 16 electrodes were used. Further, in all simulation studies, an initial
conductivity σ1 with a smooth conductivity inclusion was considered. Then, a rectangular
inclusion was added to σ1 to simulate the conductivity σ2 . The simulated target conductivities
are illustrated in top rows of ﬁgures 2–4 and 7.
8
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Table 1. Discretization details for the measurement and reconstruction domains in the
test cases. Nu is the number of node points in the 2nd order mesh for approximation of
u(x) and Nσ is the number of node points in the 1st order mesh for approximation of
σ (x ). NROI is the number of conductivity nodes in the ROI. Columns 2–3 show the
numbers of nodes in the meshes used for simulating measurements. Columns 4–6 show
the numbers of nodes in the meshes for computing the reconstructions (E1)–(E5).

Simulated data

Case
Case
Case
Case

1
2
3
4

Reconstruction

Nu

Nσ

Nu

Nσ

NROI

5822
8529
7557
7557

1512
2189
1938
1938

3279
5305
5937
5937

858
1379
1525
1525

202
272
327
327

Experimental data

Case 3
Case 4

Reconstruction
Nu
NROI
Nσ
9109
8573

1330
1284

369
382

A total of 60 pairwise current injections were applied to simulate the EIT measurements:
currents with amplitude 1 mA were injected between electrodes i and j, where i = 1, 5, 9, 13,
and j = {1, … , 16}⧹{i}. Corresponding to each current injection, voltages on electrodes
k = {1, … , 16}⧹{i} were measured against the sink electrode. The potential at the sink
electrode was selected so that the ground level condition in equation (6) holds.
With this measurement protocol, one measurement frame consists of 900 electrode
potential readings (i.e., V ∈ 900 ). We note that theoretically, there is a lot of redundancy in
the measurement data; if the measurement noise did not exist, the data corresponding to 15
injections (e.g. between i = 1, j = 2, …, 16) would carry all information in the rest of the
data, and by using the reciprocity theorem the data could be reduced even further. However,
when measurement noise is present, increasing the number of current injections and potential
measurements and the use of the additional (redundant) measurements corresponding to more
than one ground electrode i has the effect of improving the signal-to-noise ratio of the data.
The EIT data was simulated by solving the forward problems (1)–(6) numerically by the
FEM. In the FEM approximation, the potential u(x) was approximated in a piecewise
quadratic basis {ψ j (x ), j = 1, …, Nu } (see equation (8)) while the conductivity σ (x ) was
approximated in a piecewise linear basis {ϕk (x ), k = 1, … , Nσ }. The discretization details of
the measurement domain Ω in each of the test cases are given in table 1. To simulate the
measurement noise, Gaussian random noise with standard deviation 0.05% of the difference
between the maximum and minimum value of the noiseless voltages was added to the
measurements V1 and V2 in all simulated test cases.
To avoid the so-called inverse crime in the simulation based test cases, different FEM
meshes were employed in the computation of the reconstructions than in the simulation of the
data. The numbers of nodes Nu and Nσ for the reconstruction meshes are also listed in table 1.

4.3. Linearization point and prior parameters

In all test cases, initial measurement V1 was used to compute a homogeneous conductivity
estimate σglob ∈  by solving a nonlinear LS ﬁtting problem. This estimate was used as a
9
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global linearization point for the linear estimates (E2) and (E3), and as the initial estimate for
the nonlinear estimates (E1), (E4)–(E5). The best homogenous estimate for the conductivity is
the usual choice for the global linearization point in linearized difference imaging. Note that
the true initial conductivity σ1 was not homogeneous in any of the following example cases.
The parameters a , b and c in the construction of the prior covariance (22) in (E1)–(E5)
and α, β for TV functional (23) in (E4) and (E5) are listed in table 2. The parameters were
selected based on simulations and visual inspection of the results. Note that same ﬁxed
parameter values were used in all simulation studies. Also the parameter choices in the two
experimental studies were mutually ﬁxed. In the case of the selected regularization, the
feasible set of parameters is in the same range for both absolute and difference imaging, and
all the estimates are relatively tolerant with respect to the choices of parameters, given that the
parameters are in the feasible range—these observations were made based on simulations, but
they can be justiﬁed based on the Bayesian interpretations of the prior models. For the
Bayesian interpretation of the parameters of the model (22), see [59, 60]. For a Bayesian
intepretation of the TV model (23) and an approximation for the selection of the parameter α
based on the expected magnitude of the changes in f, see [61]. The expectation σ * in (E1),
(E4) and (E5) was set to the estimated background conductivity σglob.
In all test cases, the ROI in (E3) and (E4) was selected to be a disk ∥ d − d 0 ∥ ⩽ r0 with
center point at (x 0 , y0 ) and radius r0. The selected ROI parameters r0, x0 and y0 can also be
found in table 2.

5. Results
In this section, we show the results of the robustness study. The estimates (E1)–(E5) (see
section 4.1) were computed in cases of four different modelling errors: errors due to domain
truncation, inaccurately known electrode locations, unknown contact impedances and inaccurately known domain boundary. The estimates (E1)–(E5) for the different cases are shown
in ﬁgures 2–4, 6,7 and 10. In each of these ﬁgures, the layout is the same; top row shows the
true conductivity in simulation cases and photograph of the measurement tank in the
experimental cases. The second row shows the estimate (E1) by separate absolute reconstruction, the third and fourth rows shows linear reconstructions (E2) and (E3) without and
with the ROI constraint, respectively. The estimates with the nonlinear difference imaging
approach are shown in the ﬁfth and sixth row; the ﬁfth row corresponds to the case where the
ROI constraint is employed, while in the sixth row case the conductivity change is not
restricted to a ROI. In the estimates (E3) and (E5), the boundary of the ROI is indicated by a
black line. In estimates (E4) and (E5), the conductivity after the change is computed from the
estimated parameters (σˆ1, δσROI ) as σˆ2 = σˆ1 + δσROI .

5.1. Case 1: domain truncation errors

In the ﬁrst case, performance of the estimates (E1)–(E5) was studied in the presence of
domain truncation errors. The true domain Ω was a disk and all 16 electrodes were placed on
the lower hemisphere of the boundary, see left image in ﬁgure 1. All the estimates were
computed using a truncated domain which is shown in the right image in ﬁgure 1. The
estimates (E1)–(E5) are shown in ﬁgure 2.
10
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Figure 1. Meshes for case 1. Left: mesh of the target domain for simulating
measurements. Right: mesh of the model domain for the inverse computations. The
locations of the 16 electrodes (with a width of 1 cm) attached on the boundary are
shown with solid thick line.

Table 2. Parameters and ROI information in estimates (E1)–(E5).

Simulated data

a
b
c
α
β
r0
(x 0 , y0 )

Real data

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 3

Case 4

10
2
0.001
0.1
0.001
4.75
(0, −5)

10
2
0.001
0.1
0.001
5.0
(0, 5)

10
2
0.001
0.1
0.001
5.0
(0, 5)

10
2
0.001
0.1
0.001
5.0
(0, 5)

0.5
5
1 × 10−4
1
0.001
7.5
(−1, 6)

0.5
5
1 × 10−4
1
0.001
7.5
(1, −5.5)

5.2. Case 2: errors due to inaccurately known electrode positions

In the second test case, we considered the modelling errors due to inaccurately known
electrode positions. In this case, a disk with radius 10 cm was used as both the target and the
reconstruction domain. To simulate the electrode displacement in the measurement, the
electrodes with even numbers were displaced from the ideal equivangular positions by an
angle 0.02 radians. In the reconstructions, the electrode displacement was neglected, i.e., the
electrodes were modelled in equivangular positions on the boundary. The estimates (E1)–(E5)
are shown in ﬁgure 3.

5.3. Case 3: errors due to unknown contact impedances
5.3.1. Simulations.

To study the case with modelling errors caused by unknown contact
impedances, we considered simulation with varying level of severity of error in the contact
impedances. The true contact impedances {z ℓ } were generated by adding random Gaussian
perturbations
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Figure 2. Case 1: domain truncation errors. The true conductivity (top row) and the
estimates (E1)–(E5) described in section 4.1. (E4) and (E5) are the nonlinear difference
reconstructions with and without ROI constraint.

z ℓ = z 0 + εℓ ,

(

2

εℓ ∼  0, ( kz 0 )

)

(24)

to the nominal value z 0 = 0.05. The absolute value was taken to guarantee positivity of the
contact impedances. The contact impedances were simulated for 11 values of k,
k = 0, 0.05, 0.1, …, 0.5 and then these contact impedances were used to simulate EIT data
from the target conductivity shown in top row of ﬁgure 4. The realization of z in the case
k = 0.45 is shown in ﬁgure 5 (left).
In the computation of the estimates (E1)–(E5), the contact impedances at all electrodes
were ﬁxed to z ℓ ≡ z 0 = 0.05. The estimates for the case k = 0.45 are shown in ﬁgure 4. The
relative estimation errors between the estimated conductivity change δσ and true conductivity
δσtrue were computed as
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Figure 3. Case 2: errors due to inaccurately known electrode positions. The true
conductivity (top row) and the estimates estimates (E1)–(E5) describled in section 4.1.
(E4) and (E5) are the nonlinear difference reconstructions with and without ROI
constraint.
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Figure 4. Case 3: errors due to unknown contact impedances. The true conductivity
(top row) and estimates (E1)–(E5). The realization of the true contact impedances and
the value z0 that were used in simulation of the data and computation of the estimates
are shown in the left image of ﬁgure 5. (E4) and (E5) are the nonlinear difference
reconstructions with and without ROI constraint.
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Figure 5. Left: simulated contact impedances {z ℓ } in the case k = 0.45 (see
equation 24). The dashed horizontal line indicates the ﬁxed z ℓ ≡ z 0 = 0.05 for the
computations of the estimates (E1)–(E5). Right: relative estimation errors △ δσ versus
standard derivation coefﬁcient k in case 3. The dashed vertical line denotes the case
shown in ﬁgure 4.

△ δσ =

∥ Pδσtrue − δσ ∥
· 100%,
∥ Pδσtrue ∥

(25)

where P is a matrix that interpolates the nodal conductivity δσtrue in the measurement domain
into a nodal conductivity change δσ in the reconstruction domain. The estimation errors are
shown in ﬁgure 5 (right).
5.3.2. Reconstructions using experimental data.

The measurements were conducted using a
cylindrical tank (see top row in ﬁgure 6). The tank was ﬁlled with tap water, and two different
target conductivities were constructed by inserting resistive objects (plastic bar and equilateral
triangular prism) into the tank. Both inclusions were translationally invariant in the vertical
direction. The diameter of the tank was 28 cm, and the height of water level was 7 cm. The
electrodes conﬁguration in the tank consisted of 16 equally spaced, 2.5 cm wide metallic
electrodes, and they extended vertically from the bottom to the height of water level. In
ﬁgure 6, the electrode positions are indicated with brown stripes on the tank wall. To vary the
contact impedances, silicon gel was brushed on to the surfaces of electrodes 2, 8, 11 and 15.
The measurements were carried out with the KIT four measurement system [62]. The current
injections described in section 4.2 and adjacent measurement patterns were used in the
measurements.
In the reconstructions (E1)–(E5), the initial guesses of σglob ∈  and z glob ∈  for the
conductivity and contact impedances were computed by solving

[ σglob, z glob]T = arg min ∥ L e ( V1 − U (σ , z ) ) ∥2 .

(26)

σ , z ∈

The estimated water conductivity was σglob = 1.1926 mS and the contact impedance
z glob = 1.32 × 10−5 Ω cm . In the computation of the estimates (E1)–(E5), ﬁxed value
z = z glob (1, … , 1)T was employed for the contact impedances. The results are shown in
ﬁgure 6.
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Figure 6. Case 3: errors due to unknown contact impedances. The measurement set-up
and estimates (E1)–(E5) with experimental data. (E4) and (E5) are the nonlinear
difference reconstructions with and without ROI constraint.
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5.4. Case 4: errors due to inaccurately known boundary shape
5.4.1. Simulations.

To study the performance of the estimates (E1)–(E5) with respect the
level of severity of domain modelling errors, we generated a set of ellipse shaped
measurement domains Ω with a ﬁxed major axis of R y = 10 cm and a variable minor axis Rx
taking values between (8 and 10) cm. The domain and simulated conductivities σ1 and σ2 for
the case Rx = 8.25 cm are shown in the top row of ﬁgure 7. EIT measurements were simulated
in each of the measurement domains using conductivities σ1 and σ2 that are similar to the case
in ﬁgure 7 in the sense that the conductivity values, and the shapes and locations of the
inclusions were kept ﬁxed.
All the estimates (E1)–(E5) were computed using a circular domain with radius of 10 cm
as the reconstruction domain. The left image in ﬁgure 8 shows the boundary of the target
domain ∂Ω with Rx = 8.25 cm. The reconstruction domain is illustrated with gray patch. The
relative estimation error (25) in the estimates (E1)–(E5) versus the relative shape deformation

R − Rx
· 100%
(27)
R
was computed for all the estimates and is shown in ﬁgure 9. The estimates for the case where
minor axis is Rx = 8.25 cm are shown in ﬁgure 7.
△ Rx =

5.4.2. Reconstructions using experimental data.

The experiments were performed using a
deformable tank shown in the top row in ﬁgure 10. Sixteen identical metallic electrodes
(width 2.0 cm and height 7.0 cm) were attached to the inner surface of the tank. The ﬁrst
electrode is indicated with a brown stripe on the tank wall and the electrode indices increased
in counter clockwise direction. The inside circumference of the tank is about 81.5 cm and the
geometrical shape of the tank is shown in in ﬁgure 8 (right). The tank was ﬁlled with tap
water. Same resistive inclusions, that were used in the experiments of case 3, were used to
construct conductivities σ1 and σ2 .
In the reconstructions, a disk with radius 13.5 cm was used as the reconstruction domain.
The initial estimate for the conductivity and contact impedance was obtained by solving (26),
leading to values σglob = 1.5095 mS and z glob = 6.5 × 10−2 Ω cm . The estimates (E1)–(E5)
are shown in ﬁgure 10.
5.5. Discussion on the results

As expected, the estimates σ̂2 and σ̂1 by the conventional absolute reconstruction (E1) are
highly sensitive to the modelling errors; the estimates contain severe artefacts. However, in
most test cases, the subtraction σ2 − σ1 cancels the largest artefacts, and consequently the
estimates for δσ based on (E1) are relatively feasible. Nevertheless, the accuracy of these
reconstructions is not very high, and especially the shapes of the inclusions are not tracked
very well. Moreover, in the simulation with a large error in the external boundary shape (case
ˆ is heavily biased.
4, ﬁgure 7), also the change estimate δσ
The conventional linear difference reconstruction (E2) has been known to tolerate
modelling errors to an extent; this feature is well seen in the results. In all cases, the linear
difference reconstruction is at the least indicative of the location of change, and leads in most
cases to conductivity change estimates of about the same quality as the separate absolute
reconstruction approach (E1).
Since the new nonlinear approach allows the use of ROI constrained reconstruction in a
straightforward way, it was natural to compute also the linear reconstructions (E3) using
similar ROI constraint. However, the results show that the ROI constrained linear
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Figure 7. Case 4: errors due to inaccurately known boundary shape. The true
conductivity (top row) and estimates (E1)–(E5). (E4) and (E5) are the nonlinear
difference reconstructions with and without ROI constraint.
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Figure 8. Measurement domain Ω (∂Ω is shown with solid line) and model domain Ω̃

shown as gray patch are used in case 4 for simulation (left) and experiment (right).
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Figure 9. Relative estimation error △ δσ versus the relative shape deformation △ R x in

case 4. The dashed vertical line denotes the case shown in ﬁgure 7.

reconstruction (E3) is more sensitive to the modelling errors than the conventional whole
domain difference reconstruction (E2) (see especially ﬁgures 3 and 4). This is probably due to
the fact that in the ROI constrained case, all the modelling errors, which do not cancel out in
the subtraction of the data, are mapped into a smaller subspace than in the whole domain case,
leading to larger artefacts in the ROI area. Therefore it seems that the use of ROI constrained
linear reconstruction (E3) might not be a robust approach in practical applications.
The estimates with (E4) and (E5) with the nonlinear approach, on the other hand, give in
all the test cases qualitatively good estimates of the conductivity change δσ . Indeed, although
the modelling errors in all test cases are rather severe, (E4) and (E5) yield conductivity change
reconstructions which even show the shapes of the inclusions. This implies that the nonlinear
difference reconstructions, with and without the ROI constraint, tolerate modelling errors
well. This ﬁnding is also supported quantitatively by the simulation studies in ﬁgures 5 and 9;
the estimates (E4) and (E5) exhibit almost in all instances the smallest relative L2 estimation
errors in the conductivity change, although (E5) seems to become unstable when the
boundary shape error grows very large (ﬁgure 9). Overall, the estimates (E4) are more reliable
than (E5)—this is especially evident from ﬁgures 2, 6 and 10. This is an expected result,
because of the prior information on the location of the conductivity change included in the
ROI restricted estimate (E4).
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Figure 10. Case 4: errors due to inaccurately known boundary shape. The measurement

set-up and estimates (E1)–(E5) describled in section 4.1 using experimental data. (E4)
and (E5) are the nonlinear difference reconstructions with and without ROI constraint.
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Figure 11. The true conductivity (top row). (E5) denotes the nonlinear difference

reconstructions and (E6) denotes the TV regularized difference reconstruction using the
globally linearized observation model.

Obviously, the reconstructed conductivity distributions σ̂1 and σ̂2 are heavily affected by
the modelling errors also in the nonlinear difference estimates (E4) and (E5). The reason for
 lies in
the modelling errors not affecting signiﬁcantly to the conductivity change estimate δσ
the parameterization of σ2 as the linear combination of the initial state σ1 and the change δσ :
the unknown (and hence mismodeled) attributes (e.g. contact impedances or shape of ∂Ω ) are
invariant between V1 = U (σ1 ) + e1 and V2 = U (σ1 + δσROI ) + e2 . Consequently, when the
proposed parametrization is used, the errors caused by the mismodeled attributes are absorbed
by the estimate of σ1, which consists the parameters that are common for the models of both
observations V1 and V2.
In this paper, we only studied the robustness of the nonlinear difference imaging with
respect to modeling errors in the forward operator of EIT measurements. The effect of
misspecifying the prior models was not thoroughly examined. We note, however, that in the
experimental cases (ﬁgures 6 and 10) the prior for σ1 was misspeciﬁed—the true σ1 contained
very sharp changes in the conductivity due to the plastic objects in the background, while in
the reconstructions a smoothness prior for σ1 was employed.
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5.6. Comparison of the nonlinear approach to TV-regularized reconstruction with the linearized
observation model δV ¼ Jδσ

A natural question that arise when comparing the results with the conventional linear difference reconstruction (estimate (E2)) and the new nonlinear approach (estimate (E5)) is that
to which extent the improvement in the reconstruction quality is due to the novel augmented
observation model in equation, equation (19) and to which extent the improvement is due to
using the TV regularization instead of the smoothness regularization. To get insight into this
question, we computed the simulated test case which is shown in ﬁgure 11. Here, the estimate
(E5) is compared to TV regularized reconstruction using difference data δV = V2 − V1 and
the same linearized observation model which is used in (E2), leading to minimization problem
(E6)

 = arg min ∥ L δe (δV − Jδσ ) ∥2 + α TV(δσ ) .
δσ
δσ

{

}

It should be noted that estimate (E6) requires iterative solution due to the nonlinearity of the
TV regularization; here the estimate was computed with a Gauss–Newton method equipped
with a line search algorithm. We also note that the only modeling error in this test case is due
to discretization of the forward model and as evident from the quality of estimate of σ1 in (E5),
these errors are not signiﬁcant.
As can be seen from ﬁgure 11, the conductivity change δσ is reconstructed clearly better
in estimate (E5) than in (E6). Together with the other test cases considered, this clearly
suggests that the use of the augmented nonlinear observation model in equation (19) has a
clear advantage over the conventional approach of using difference data and a globally
linearized observation model.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we studied the performance of a nonlinear difference reconstruction approach in
EIT in the presence of modelling errors arising from domain truncation, inaccurately known
electrode locations, unknown contact impedances and inaccurately known domain boundary.
In the nonlinear approach, the conductivity after the change is parameterized as linear
combination of the (unknown) initial state and the conductivity change. Then, the EIT
measurements taken before and after the change are concatenated into a single measurement
vector and the inverse problem is stated as ﬁnding the initial conductivity and the change
given the combined data. The problem is formulated in the nonlinear regularized LS formalism, and it allows the use of a ROI constraint for the conductivity change and the use of
different spatial models for the initial state and the change in a straightforward way. The
nonlinear approach was compared with the approach based on conventional separate absolute
reconstructions and the conventional linear difference reconstruction approach. The nonlinear
approach was demonstrated to produce better estimates of the conductivity change than the
conventional approaches and it was found to tolerate modelling errors at least to the same
extent as the conventional linear difference reconstruction approach. These ﬁndings suggest
that the nonlinear approach could be a very practical reconstruction approach to difference
imaging in EIT in general, and especially in cases involving unknown initial state, high
contrast changes and prior knowledge on the approximate location of the conductivity
change.
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